In proteomics, peptide information within mass spectrometry data from a specific organism sample is 36 routinely challenged against a protein sequence database that best represent such organism. However, 37 if the species/strain in the sample is unknown or poorly genetically characterized, it becomes 38 challenging to determine a database which can represent such sample. Building customized protein 39 sequence databases merging multiple strains for a given species has become a strategy to overcome 40 such restrictions. However, as more genetic information is publicly available and interesting genetic 41 features such as the existence of pan-and core genes within a species are revealed, we questioned 42 how efficient such merging strategies are to report relevant information. To test this assumption, we 43 constructed databases containing conserved and unique sequences for ten different species. Features 44 that are relevant for probabilistic-based protein identification by proteomics were then monitored. As 45 expected, increase in database complexity correlates with pangenomic complexity. However, 46 Mycobacterium tuberculosis and Bortedella pertusis generated very complex databases even having 47 low pangenomic complexity or no pangenome at all. This suggests that discrepancies in gene 48 annotation is higher than average between strains of those species. We further tested database 49 performance by using mass spectrometry data from eight clinical strains from Mycobacterium 50 tuberculosis, and from two published datasets from Staphylococcus aureus. We show that by using 51 an approach where database size is controlled by removing repeated identical tryptic sequences 52 across strains/species, computational time can be reduced drastically as database complexity 53 increases. 54 55 56 57 58 Many reports have demonstrated that database size could be controlled by creating protein 106 entries where identical peptides between homologue proteins are reported once and only unique 107 polymorphic tryptic peptides are inserted when merging sequences (Schandorff et al., 2007;Omasits 108 et al., 2017;Liao et al., 2018). It is unclear if genomic features such the presence of a pangenome 109 could impact database customization of specific species. We then decided to test this by creating 110 protein sequence databases for ten species using strains with complete genome sequences and a 111 modified version of MSMSpdbb (de Souza et al., 2010). Database parameters such as the number of 112 entries and unique peptide sequences for each species using increasing number of strains per round 113 were then quantified. As expected, species with large pangenomes such as Escherichia coli showed 114 the larger increase in database size per number of strains used, and database size in general correlated 115 with pangenome size. Finally we performed proteomic identification and computational performance 116 oftwo different datasets from: i) eight clinical strains of Mtb using a database with 65 complete strain 117 genomes; and ii) two S. aureus datasets (Depke et al., 2015;Hoegl et al., 2018) using a database with 118 194 complete strain genomes.
, correct gene prediction is still challenging exclusive, as gene annotation from related strains can be used to further optimize 6-frame translation 83 approaches (Castellana et al., 2008) . 84 However, peptide identification in MS-based proteomics is often performed through 85 probabilistic calculations between the observed peptide fragmentation pattern and theoretical data 86 from a sequence database. Therefore, database size will: i) alter the search space and consequently 87 the probabilistic calculations performed during peptide identification (Nesvizhskii, 2010) ; ii) make 88 protein inference more difficult, especially in multistrain databases (Nesvizhskii and Aebersold, 89 2005); and iii) demand more computational power due to the handling of larger files. Therefore, 90 building databases using either 6-frame translations or sequence merging approaches which are larger 91 than regular can become, at some point, detrimental for the proteomic analysis (Blakeley et al., 92 2012). 93 Such issue might as well contribute differently depending on the species under study, how 94 much genomic information is available (number of strains with genome sequenced) and genomic 95 features particular to it. For example, with few sequenced strains at the time, we previously observed 96 that the size of such merged database for Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) complex was not 97 heavily incremented as more strains were considered (de Souza et al., 2011) . Each new strain added 98 to the database contributed with only few genetic polymorphisms when compared to the reference 99 H37Rv strain. However, the current 65 Mtb strains with complete genome sequenced demonstrated 100 the existence of a pangenome in this species, i.e., the genome of all strains of a given species contains 101 only a set of genes from a larger pool of accessory genes for that species (Rasko et al., 102 2008; McInerney et al., 2017) . It is then critical to address the impact of such approach in the size of 103 customized databases used in MS-based proteomics, as well as in the performance for peptide 104 identification. 105 Data processing 140 Even though MSMSpdbb is already published, since we redesigned how homology is defined 141 (using a Bidirectional Best Hit rather than a Cluster BLAST approach), we provide below further 142 information about the method. To assign gene homology, our script initially gathers the protein 143 sequence data from all strains and then performs pair wise alignments using BLASTP (Altschul et 144 al., 1990) through a Bidirectional Best Hit (BHH) method (Overbeek et al., 1999) . The script 145 performs in a manner that the strain with most number of protein entries is initially selected as the 146 query dataset and consequently aligned to the remaining strains sequence datasets (subjects). Two 147 sequences from different strains will be defined as homologues if: i) they are the best hit possible for 148 all alignments performed; ii) sequence identity is equal or higher than 50%; iii) sequence similarity is 149 equal or higher than 70%; and iv) sequence coverage is equal or higher than 70%. These have to be 150 correlated on both directions (BHH) of the alignment. 151 When homologues are defined between query and subject strains, our script will proceed by 152 indexing homologue IDs for later characterizations of polymorphisms. It will then define "unique" 153 protein sequences from the query dataset (i.e., a sequence without a defined homologue in any of the 154 subject strains), and add it to the partial version of the final database output (see Figure 1 ). In parallel, 155 all entries from the subject strains which were properly aligned to a query sequence will be removed 156 from the respective strains datasets. A new round of alignment will be performed after excluding the 157 query strain and selecting one of the previous subject datasets as a new query strain. This will be 158 performed successively until all strains are used as query. At this point, the script will had then 159 defined all "unique" protein entries from all datasets which did not aligned to any other annotated 160 sequence under the selected parameters.
161
Regarding all indexed homologues, our script then defines the longest version of the protein 162 as reference (not necessarily from same strain used as query for the BHH step above). The reference 163 sequence is copied integrally into the partial version of the final output. The script performs an in 164 silico trypsin digest of the protein sequences, and compare amino acid composition of all generated 165 tryptic peptides. Peptides shorter than 7 or longer than 35 amino acids are excluded. Whenever 166 different tryptic peptide sequences are observed in the non-reference dataset (due to differences of 167 TSS choices, SAAs or indels which result in frame shifts), they are added into the final output under 168 an artificially created protein entry (Omasits et al., 2017) . Amino acid changes result from poorly 169 annotated sequences, where X or U are present in the sequence as an amino acid, are not considered.
170
Finally, a log file is created, reporting and classifying all differences observed, describing the amino 171 acid changes and also in which strains those were observed. To investigate how each dataset contributes to the final database size, for each species we 175 constructed databases using 5, 10, 15, 30 and 65 randomly selected strains. This was performed a 176 total of three times to decrease the chances that a randomly selected strain with very unique features Laboratories), and 10% dextrose, catalase. Once the culture reached an A600 of 0.9, one mL was 189 inoculated into 80 mL of supplemented 7H9 Middlebrook medium and incubated until an A600 190 between 0.6 and 0.7 was reached. All steps were performed at 37 °C until Mtb cells in mid-log 191 growth phase were used for whole cell lysate protein extraction. 
235
The mass spectrometer was operated in the data-dependent mode to automatically switch 236 between Orbitrap-MS and LTQ-MS/MS acquisition. Survey full-scan MS spectra (from m/z 300 to 237 2000) were acquired in the Orbitrap with resolution of R= 60,000 at m/z 400 (after accumulation to a 238 target of 1,000,000 charges in the LTQ). The method used allowed sequential isolation of the most 239 intense ions (up to six, depending on signal intensity) for fragmentation on the linear ion trap using 240 collisionally induced dissociation at a target value of100,000 charges. For accurate mass 241 measurements, the lock mass option was enabled in MS mode, and the polydimethylcyclosiloxane 242 ions generated in the electrospray process from ambient air were used for internal recalibration was used as enzyme specificity, with two allowed miscleavages and no unspecific cleavage allowed.
259
In the main Andromeda search precursor mass and fragment mass were searched with initial mass 260 tolerance of 6 ppm and 0.5 Da, respectively. The search included variable modifications of oxidation 261 of methionine and protein N-terminal acetylation. Carbamidomethyl cysteine was added as a fixed 262 modification. Minimal peptide length was set to 7 amino acids. The false discovery rate (FDR) was 263 set to 0.01 for peptide and protein identifications, and since the aim is to compare database 264 performance, no further score or PEP thresholds were used for individual MS spectra. In the case of 265 identified peptides that are shared between two proteins, these are combined and reported as one 266 protein group. Protein and peptide datasets were filtered to eliminate the identifications from the 267 reverse database and from common contaminants. the database size is incremented as more strains are used, we also created databases using 5, 10, 20 320 and 30 randomly selected strains of each species. And to avoid outlier behavior in casea strain with 321 very unique annotation being randomly selected, every database was created three times in total. The 322 rand.pl script provided with the tool performs all such steps automatically, if the data needs to be 323 reproduced. We then counted total number of protein entries and tryptic peptides in each database. coli, which has the largest genetic pool described, had indeed the larger database increase rate of all 333 species, at 4.6x increase compared to the average number of genes per strain. The three exceptions 334 for this were: B. pseudomallei/mallei with the 2 nd increase rate (3.53x) even though the pangenome 335 size of B. pseudomallei is the 4 th most complex (no data is available regarding B. mallei pangenome); 336 Mtb, which has the 2 nd less complex pangenome size, representing only 21% of total genetic pool, 337 yet it has 4 th database increase rate (2.83x), surpassing P. aeruginosa which has a larger genome size 338 and a bigger genetic pool; and B. pertussis, with no pangenome described so far and yet with a 339 database increase rate (2.46x) which surpassed three species with characterized pangenomes. Figure 4 ). If a MaxQuant posterior error probability (PEP) score lower 370 than 0.01 is also considered together with regular MS2 score, the numbers of exclusive peptides drop 371 by half in DB1 and DB2 for all datasets considered (data not show).
372
Multiple TSS polymorphisms for the same protein were also observed even for the same 373 strains. Figure S3 shows the position of three peptides; all predicted as possible N-terminal peptides 374 of the protein lipase lipV. MIIDLHVQR (Score 93.4, PEP 0.0019, Figure S3B ) represents the most 375 5' prediction; LTIHGVTEHGR (Score 85.9, PEP 0.0005, Figure S3C ) starts at position 19 of 376 reference protein and HGVTEHGR (Score 100, PEP 0.0077, Figure S3D clearly false-positive identification for artificial entries. The spectra and identification score for this 388 concatenated peptide is given in Supplementary Figure S7 , and as expected, the identified spectra has 389 poor score and sequence coverage. Supplementary Table 2 lists all five false-positive peptides. might be interfering with our approach. 440 We then selected two MS datasets from Mtb and from S. aureus to identify peptides using a 441 routine probabilistic-based approach, but now using the complete set of available genomes (194 442 strains) for S. aureus. Overall, DB1 and DB2 performance was very similar, and differences were 443 negligible and mostly could be ignored to their low scoring nature. A minority of valid identifications 444 exclusive to DB2 were N-terminal peptides containing miscleavages that were not selected by 445 MSMSpdbb (i.e., the peptides without miscleavages were shorter than 7 amino acids and not present 446 in the selected reference protein) and therefore were absent in DB1 due to the parameters used for 447 DB1 construction. It is worth mentioning that surprisingly, we have identified multiple N-terminal 448 predictions for the same protein, in some cases observed in the same strain ( Supplementary Figure 3) . This makes sense, as MaxQuant will report all entries from the database that share identical peptides.
462
Entries from a protein with high sequence identity present in all 194 strains for S. aureus, for 463 example, will have all 194 entries recorded in the output if that protein is identified. For DB1, since 464 those 194 highly identical sequences are concatenated into a single reference entry, the output 465 reporting is vastly simplified.
466
As mass spectrometry evolves and as detection sensitivity and peptide identification coverage provided as complete pipelines. We believe that providing solutions solely at Fasta file level offers 480 more freedom to researchers, as they can use whichever peptide search engines or pipelines they 481 prefer. We predict that controlling database size such as done by MSMSpdbb without losing peptide 482 identification coverage and drastically reducing computational processing time will be of key 483 importance for metaproteomics. Table I strains used for database creation. All values plotted in the graph are given in Supplementary Table 1 . for strain S1593. (B-D) MS2 spectra for all three peptides mentioned above. of non-neighboring peptides are given in Supplementary Table 2 . 
